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The issue of productivity and energy is an important objective of the optimization of parallel applications. The
size of the problem for a large number of data on multiprocessor platforms forces the use of parallel algorithms.
Efficient management of large memories using modern processors in Big data processing requires innovative
techniques and efficient algorithms. For years have found the results of tests conducted on methods for use
in various computing environments and improvements. This article shows the energy consumption analysis
by parallel sorting algorithms. Sort algorithms are used in information systems and databases, to select and
organize the information. The subject of this article is research into energy consumption and computational
complexity for parallel sorting methods by merging compared to classic methods. The tests carried out confirm
the reduction of energy consumption by using parallel sorting algorithms. The presented parallel fast sort and
parallel modified merge sort for large task dimensions have less power consumption than classic methods and
can be used successfully in NoSQL databases.
KEYWORDS: power-aware testing, functional power component, parallel algorithm, data sorting, data mining, analysis of computer algorithms.

1. Introduction
Analysis of energy consumption by algorithms is an
important element taken into account in the design of
computer systems. Power analysis can be performed
by using the measurement methods or based on simulation. In the case of computer algorithms it is more
convenient to perform a simulation of energy con-

sumption. Simulators processor down-level and estimated average power consumption were presented in
[4, 5, 10].
Information technology is growing every year. Data
processing systems in the NoSQL databases require efficient sorting algorithms with low energy con-
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sumption. Basic sorting algorithms, such as quick
sort, sorting through packing and sorting by merging
have been described in many works, among other
things in [3, 13, 19]. Parallelized algorithm for fast sort
[16] and parallelized merge sort algorithm [17] play a
special role in increasing the efficiency of the ordering data sets, and reducing the energy consumed by
the processors. Most of the work on energy efficiency
[1, 9, 12, 18] assumes that energy consumption is independent of the size of the problem. In [15], an analysis
of the memory impact on the energy efficiency of parallel computation is presented. This article attempts
to determine the power consumption of parallel sorting methods by merging. The analysis carried out
shows the cost-effectiveness of using parallel sorting
methods for large task dimensions.
To compare the energy efficiency of the parallel sorting methods, a classic fast sorting algorithm, a trigeminal heap algorithm, and a non-recursive merge
sorting algorithm were taken. The quick sort algorithm divides the sorted string into two substrings and
moves the elements of the string so that the first substring is less than or equal to the middle element and
the elements in the second substring are larger than
the midpoint. The recursive split process is executed
for the ordering of the string. The introduction of a
median value for divisions exchange was presented in
[21]. This method was tested on various architectures in [22]. Heap sort uses the three level structure of
data storage, where introduced relations between the
following levels influence the speed of sorting. Each
change in the structure requires the procedure to
insert elements into the heap. Mathematical models
of the relations between levels of the heap were discussed in [2, 8]. The non-recursive version of the sort
algorithm iterates through the string elements, enlarges the size of the merged string in each iteration twice. Sublinear merging was presented in [3]. Parallel
computing issues and their use are described in [20].
The Parallel Fast Sort Algorithms and Parallel Modified Merge Sort Algorithm [16, 17] methods are shown
to reduce the energy consumption of large data sets.

2. Materials and Methods
Work on reducing the power consumption of microprocessors has been carried out for many years [4, 5,
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10]. Gupta [10] shows a method of measuring the power
consumption by means of voltage measurement during
instructions by the microprocessor and defines the energy usage in the clock cycle by
. In this method, the voltage is measured on the resistors in the power circuit. Similarly, Chen [4] determines the maximum energy consumption of a processor
in a measurement cycle. To improve performance and
to reduce power consumption in cloud computing infrastructures at work, [18] apples the parallel bi-objective genetic algorithm. The computation cost of a
task and the parameter decision-making that specifies the processor power consumption is a function of
the
. The optimization of scientific workflows in
heterogeneous computing environments and energy
consumption is subject to study at work [9]. The energy consumption model used the clock frequency of the
main module. Heuristic algorithm [1] in the calculation
of energy efficiency in the data center resources reallocated to Quality of Service (QoS) takes into account the
number of virtual machines and clock frequency. This
work in the energy consumption model of data collations using the described algorithms assumes the frequency of the main processor and the number of cycles
needed to complete the task. Research on the relationship between memory accesses, bank conflicts, thread
multiplicity, and instruction-level parallelism in comparison-based sorting algorithms for Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) are described in [11]. In [6], the
implementation of image transformation algorithm
on mobile devices using the approximate computation
methods is described. The proposed algorithm allows
to save 6% of energy when transforming the greyscale
images using the Twirl effect. The efficiency of energy consumption function hash is the subject of tests
[7]. Research shows that the most efficient algorithm
for cryptographic applications is SVI and crc16 for
non-cryptographic applications. The proposed solutions allow to save up to 29% of energy on hashing operations.
Commonly used method in information systems to
organize data sets is called quick sort. However, this
method is sensitive to the critical settings of the sorted string and is not easily performed on many processors available on modern computers. Alternatively,
for sorting large data sets the sort method is used by
the merge described in [3, 19]. This paper will compare the power consumption of the processor to the
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Pseudocode parallel fast sort algorithm
Start
Load table a
Load dimension of table a into n
Create an array of b of dimension n
Set options for parallelism to use all
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Figure 2
Figure
Parallel fast sort algorithm
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Figure 3parallel fast sort algorithm
Pseudocode parallel fast sort algorithm
Start
Load table a
Load dimension of table a into n
Create an array of b of dimension n
Set options for parallelism to use all
processors of the system
Set the size of the merged string to one
and remember in tt
While tt is less than n then do
Begin
Calculate the number of three consecutive
merged strings and remember in it
Parallel for each processor j at index
greater or equal 0 and less than it do
Begin parallel for
Merge three consecutive strings
allocated for the processor J
using an array of b
End of the parallel for
Multiply variable tt by three
End
Stop

Linear time complexity of the algorithm is the result of separate work processors in each iteration
of the merge strings. The number of possible to use
processors merging strings reduces in each iteration
and only one processor can be used in the last step.
To increase the number of processors participating
in the calculation would use a parallel merge algorithm, which is the subject of research. The algorithm
presented in Figure 3 uses the maximum number of
processors available on the system.
The presented method was implemented in C# Visual Studio Ultimate 2013. The algorithm uses a parallel loop, which reduces the created program code,
because there is no need to create separate tasks, run
them, and wait for them to finish. The study was conducted on 100 input samples randomly generated for
each dimension of the task. Tests were carried out on
Intel i7-7700HQ as describes in Table 1.
The purpose of analysis and comparison is to reveal
how the parallel calculations affect the CPU power
consumption of sorting large data sets. For the benchmark, input samples of 100, 1.000, 10.000, 100.000,
1.000.000, 10.000.000 and 100.000.000 elements
were applied.
Two types of energy consumption are distinguished,
namely, static and dynamic energy consumption.

loop, which reduces the created program code, because
there is no need to create separate tasks, run them, and
wait for them to finish. The study was conducted on
100 input samples randomly generated for each
2019/3/48
dimension of the task.
Tests were carried out on Intel
i7-7700HQ as describes in Table 1.
Table 11. The specification of the Intel Core i7-7700HQ
Table
The specification of the Intel Core i7-7700HQ Processor
Processor
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use of Configurable TDP-down is typically executed
by the system Microsoft to optimize power and performance, and TPD-down has been accepted for calculation.
These results are averaged for 100 sorting samples.
The benchmark comparison for parallel fast sort algorithm is described in Table 2, and Figures 4 and 6.
The analysis of the results confirms the hypothesis
that adding each successive processor reduces energy
consumption. More visible changes are seen between
2 and 4 processors usage. With each processor added to the system, the power consumption decreases.
This confirms the theoretical time complexity of the
algorithm in Theorem 1.
An analysis of the variation coefficients shows the
stability of the parallel method of fast sort for large
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Table 2. Energy consumption parallel fast sort algorithm in [Ws]
Energy consumption parallel fast sort algorithm in [Ws]
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data sets. Some variations in stability of the algorithm
for small inputs are due to the fact that the system exceed sorting algorithm.

4. Parallel Modified Merge Sort
Algorithm
A parallel modified sorting algorithm by merging four
strings is presented in [17]. To merge four strings,
logical indexing of the processors participating in the
sort has been applied. In each step, sorting methods
that independently operate the processors merge all
ordered pairs of strings saved from the input array
and write the result into a temporary array. It then
Figure 4
Figure 4
Figure 4
Comparison of energy consumption for parallel fast sort algorithms [Ws]
Comparison of energy consumption
parallel
fast sort algorithms
[Ws]
Comparison for
of energy
consumption
for parallel fast
sort algorithms [Ws]
Figure 4
Comparison of energy consumption for parallel fast sort algorithms [Ws]
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Figure 6
Parallel modified merge sort algorithms

merged all ordered pairs from the temporary array
into the input array. The index of merged string shall
be the same as the index of the first element of the first
string. The entire proses merge all pairs of numeric
strings by the parallel loop by independently working
processors is the end of the merge cycle both in a temporary array and in the input array. The duration of
the parallel loop can be defined as the time the longest
working processor which is involved in the merging of
strings. The way that strings are merged by independent processors is shown in Figure 6.
Theorem 2. Parallel Modified Merge Sort Algorithm
using n/2 processors has time complexity:

comparisons, then for t = 1 in the first step each n/2
processors will perform no more than 2 ⋅ 1 – 1 = 1 comparisons. All string merge time is a single processor
operation time. In each step of t, the algorithm first
merges the n/22t–1 -element strings into a temporary
array, and then merge the n/22t element strings from
the temporary array into the input array by doing no
more than 2 ⋅ 22t–2 + 2 ⋅ 22t–1–2 comparisons. The sum
of all comparisons performed by the algorithm is

(12)

(11)

PROOF
The proof is conducted for the n = 4k, where k = 1, 2, ... .
Due to the fact that two ordered t - elements can merge into one sorted string by doing no more than 2t –1

(13)
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(14)

(15)

(16)

given that
(17)

and
(18)

As a result of substitution
(19)

The presented method was implemented in C# Visual Studio Ultimate 2013. Statistical surveys for
samples range from 100 to 100 million elements, increasing the dimension 10 times for each subsequent.
Each sorting operation by examined methods was
measured in time [ms]. The average power dissipated
in the high complexity workload of all cores (Thermal
Design Power) for the i7-7700HQ and TPD-down has
been accepted for calculation energy consumption.
The algorithm presented in Figure 7 uses the maximum number of processors available on the system.
Statistical surveys are averaged for 100 sorting samples. The benchmark comparison for parallel modified
merge sort algorithm is described in Table 3, and Figures 8-9. As with the parallel fast sort algorithm, the
analysis of the parallel results of the modified sorting
algorithm by merging shows that each processor added reduces power consumption. By adding a larger
number of processors, the changes are clearly visible.
With each processor added, the efficiency of the algorithm increases, which confirms the theoretical complexity of the algorithm contained in Theorem 2.
An analysis of the variation coefficients shows the
stability of parallel modified merge sort, which improves sorting for large data sets.

2019/3/48

Figure 7
Figure 7 parallel modified merge sort algorithms
Pseudocode
Pseudocode parallel modified merge sort algorithms

Start
Load table a
Load dimension of table a into n
Create an array of b of dimension n
Set options for parallelism to use all
processors of the system
Set the size of the merged string to one
and remember in tt
While tt is less than n then do
Begin
Calculate the number of consecutive pairs of
strings to merge in array a and remember in it1
Parallel for each processor jj at index
greater or equal 0 and less than it1 do
Begin parallel for
Merge pairs of strings from array a
allocated for the processor jj
by saving the merged strings in array b
End of the parallel for
Multiply variable tt by two
If tt greater than n then do
Remember n in tt
Calculate the number of consecutive pairs of
strings to merge in array b and remember in it1
Parallel for each processor jj at index
greater or equal 0 and less than it1 do
Begin parallel for
Merge pairs of strings from array b
allocated for the processor jj
by saving the merged strings in array a
End of the parallel for
Multiply variable tt by two
End
Stop
NOTE: If there is only one string to merge it, it is rewritten to the second array.

NOTE: If there is only one string to merge it, it is rewritten
to the second array.
Table 3
Energy consumption parallel modified merge sort
Table 3. Energy
consumption parallel modified merge sort algorithm in [Ws]
algorithm
in [Ws]

Figure 8
A comparison of energy consumption for parallel modified merge sort [Ws]
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for sorting large data sets in the NoSQL databases.
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Figure 10
Figure 10
A comparison
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by parallel fast sorting and parallel modified merge
sorting algorithms running on 8 processors with
algorithms running on a single processor such as
quicksort, merge sort, trigeminal heap sort is preferable for Parallel algorithms and is shown in Figure
10. The comparison based on trigeminal heap sort
algorithm and received a percentage difference in
energy consumption [Ws] compared to other algorithms. Efficiency means reducing the percentage of
energy consumption in Figure 10.
The static analysis carried out in Figure 10 shows that
the parallel methods running on multiple processors
are more efficient than classical sorting methods and
have less power consumption in sorting large data
sets. The results obtained show that when sorting
small data sets, it is better to use classical sorting
methods that run on a single processor than the parallel sorting methods. This is because parallel methods that run on multiple processors require that the
program is loaded into memory. They also require
memory reservations for the processors to be used,
and that processor activity synchronization actions
are performed to prevent deadlock. The advantage of
parallel methods is only visible for the day dimension
greater than 100000. Time complexity of the parallel

merge sorting methods is 0(n) and cannot be reduced
by simply adding processors to the sorting algorithm.
Reducing the time complexity of parallel sorting algorithms by merging is possible by applying a parallel
method to merge numeric strings. However, it should
be expected that the use of more processors in the
string merging process will degrade energy consumption and such algorithms would be less efficient in
terms of energy consumption [16, 17].

6. Final Remarks
The article presents the analysis of power consumption by a parallel fast sort algorithm and parallel modified merge sorting algorithm for large data sets in the
NoSQL databases. The proposed method is based on
a model of PRAM (Parallel Random Access Machine)
that allows the efficient access to read and write information in the memory cell for each single processor.
In the article, a theoretical analysis of the efficiency
and practical verification of power consumption algorithms was presented. The practical realization of the
algorithms was done in C# MS Visual 2015 on Intel
i7 7700hq.

Information Technology and Control

The tests demonstrate stability of the methods and
confirm theoretical time complexity. Comparison
tests have shown that a parallel fast sort and a parallel modified merge sort are more efficient than other
sorting methods, especially for big data sets. The presented methods for large task dimensions have less
power consumption than classic methods and can be
used successfully in NoSQL databases.
In the future research is planned a further development in sorting performance. The research will
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involve developing the power consumption parallel
merge string algorithm.
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